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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

I. INTRODUCTION 

While HP refuses to stop its unlawful firmware transmissions, HP cannot be heard to complain 

that Plaintiffs continue to assert additional claims for ongoing violations. HP would be better off simply 

ceasing the unlawful behavior instead of arguing that leave to amend should be denied in contravention 

of the liberal amendment standard. 

HP refuses to stop purposefully disabling its own customers’ printers if the customers deign to 

engage with a free market and purchase compatible non-HP ink or toner. Reports and complaints 

continue to pour in from victims of HP’s practices. 

HP attempts to portray this case as limited to a few models of LaserJet printers, but as Plaintiffs 

have explained since the beginning of this case, HP’s practices have the same purpose, are executed in 

substantially same way, and have similarly impacted a far greater number of models of printers.  

Proposed plaintiff Paige Vollmer (“Vollmer”) owns an InkJet printer that recently lost 

functionality with third party ink cartridges she purchased. She seeks to assert claims in this lawsuit 

against HP for injuries virtually identical to those incurred by the other Plaintiffs and proposed Class 

members. Vollmer’s experiences show that HP’s disabling transmissions affect LaserJet and InkJet 

printers alike.  

This is the first contested motion for leave to amend, as the first three amendments were 

stipulations. Like the prior amendments that were agreed, this amendment seeks to add a new plaintiff 

and corresponding claims. The parties are still in the early stages of discovery, having just completed 

negotiating their first round of ESI keywords. Document production is not substantially complete, no 

depositions have taken place, and Defendant’s ability to defend the case will not be prejudiced by the 

proposed amendment. Any increase in the scope of ESI discovery to date will simply require additional 

custodians being identified, and removing filters in certain ESI searches specifying “Laser” or “toner.” 

Were this case to be limited to LaserJet printers, it is quite likely that Defendant will exert more effort 

ensuring discovery responses do not include information relevant to InkJet printers and ink cartridges. 

Another advantage to granting leave to amend is the obviation of potential disputes into whether a 

particular discovery request or piece of evidence is relevant to only LaserJet printers, relevant to both 
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LaserJet and InkJet printers, or relevant only to InkJet printers. Indeed, given HP’s commitment to 

replicating the “ink share gain playbook” in toner, the overlap is likely to be significant.  

II. FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

On April 8, 2021, Plaintiffs filed their Third Amended Complaint. (Dkt. 42). On May 24, 2021, 

HP filed its motion to dismiss and/or strike Plaintiffs’ Third Amended Complaint. (Dkt. 44).  On 

October 15, 2021, the Court issued its Order granting in part and denying in part HP’s motion. (Dkt. 

52). The Court dismissed Plaintiffs’ claims for relief under 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(2)(C), Cal. Penal Code 

§ 502(c)(7), and Trespass to Chattels, but denied HP’s motion as to all of Plaintiffs’ remaining claims 

under 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(5)(A), Cal. Penal Code § 502(c)(1)-(5), False Advertising Law, Cal. Bus. & 

Prof. Code § 17500, the fraudulent, unfair, and unlawful prongs of Bus. and Prof. Code § 17200, and 

Cal. Civ. Code § 1770(a)(15). Id. 

Even after the Court denied in part HP’s motion to dismiss, HP has shown no signs that it will 

cease its unlawful practices that are the subject of this lawsuit. Instead, HP complains that Plaintiffs are 

wrong to bring HP’s ongoing violations to the Court’s attention. HP’s strategy for compliance with this 

Court’s Order regarding its firmware practices (Dkt. 52) appears to be to argue that this case only applies 

to certain models of its LaserJet printers that were sent a firmware update in November 2020. 

Inexplicably, HP continues the very behavior complained of herein: disabling third party cartridges 

under the guise of firmware “updates.”  

HP points out that the error message on Vollmer’s printer (that the user sees after HP transmitted 

and executed the firmware to render the cartridges useless) is slightly less dishonest than HP’s previous 

error messages sent to the current Plaintiffs. That does not change the fact that HP’s underlying practice 

of intentionally disabling third party cartridge functionality via firmware updates is the gravamen of this 

case.  Dkt. 52, at 13 (“Defendant knowingly transmitted the firmware update and intentionally caused 

damage, and Defendant did not have permission or authorization to make these updates…these 

allegations are sufficient at the pleading stage.”). 

Vollmer seeks to allege that she purchased an HP OfficeJet Pro 8025e Wireless Color All-in-

One Inkjet Printer for approximately $225.00. See Proposed Fourth Amended Complaint (“4AC”), ¶ 70 

(Dkt. 72-2). Vollmer was satisfied using InkJet cartridges manufactured by HP’s competitor, Janmore, 
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which she purchased on Amazon. Id. ¶¶ 71–72. In or around June 2022, Vollmer’s printer received a 

malicious transmission, rendering her printer incompatible with her Janmore cartridges. Id. ¶¶ 74-75. 

HP did not advise Vollmer of the transmission. Id. ¶ 75. Vollmer discovered the effects of the malware 

transmission when she attempted to print a document and an error message said: “The indicated 

cartridges have been blocked by the printer firmware because they contain a non-HP chip.” Id. After 

HP’s transmission, Vollmer’s printer was disabled. Id. ¶ 79. Although Vollmer wanted to continue 

printing with Janmore cartridges, after her printer became disabled, she was forced to give up on her HP 

printer and purchase another printer altogether. Id. ¶ 80. 

III. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

Amendments to the pleadings should be liberally granted so that cases are decided “on the merits, 

rather than on pleadings or technicalities.” Lopez v. Smith, 203 F.3d 1122, 1127 (9th Cir. 2000) (en banc) 

(internal quotation marks omitted). Plaintiffs’ Motion for Leave to Filed a Fourth Amended Complaint 

(“Motion”) should be granted because: (A) the amendment would not be futile; (B) the amendment has 

not been unduly delayed; (C) the amendment will not unfairly prejudice Defendant; and (D) the 

amendment is not brought for an improper purpose. See Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178, 182 (1962).  

Plaintiffs have not previously sought leave of Court to amend their complaint. See Chodos v. W. 

Publ’g Co., 292 F.3d 992, 1003 (9th Cir. 2002) (courts have broader discretion in denying motions for 

leave to amend after leave to amend has already been granted). 

A. The Proposed Amendment Is Not Futile 

“A motion for leave to amend may be denied if it appears to be futile or legally insufficient. 

However, a proposed amendment is futile only if no set of facts can be proved under the amendment to 

the pleadings that would constitute a valid and sufficient claim[.]” Miller v. Rykoff-Sexton, Inc., 845 

F.2d 209, 214 (9th Cir. 1988) (citations omitted). Further, even if Defendant were to argue the legal 

insufficiency of Plaintiffs’ proposed amendment (which it has not), “[t]he merits or facts of a 

controversy are not properly decided in a motion for leave to amend and should instead be attacked by 

a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim or for summary judgment.” Allen v. Bayshore Mall, 2013 

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 172890, 2013 WL 6441504, at *5 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 9, 2013). Thus, “denial [of a motion 

for leave to amend] on this ground is rare and courts generally defer consideration of challenges to the 
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merits of a proposed amended pleading until after leave to amend is granted and the amended pleading 

is filed.” dpiX LLC v. Yieldboost Tech, Inc., 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 117267, 2015 WL 5158534, at *3 

(N.D. Cal. Sept. 2, 2015).  

Plaintiffs’ 4AC is not futile. HP suggests only that certain theories of HP’s liability are futile 

because the error message displayed on Vollmer’s printer (4AC ¶ 75) contained different language than 

the error messages to other Plaintiffs. However, the vast majority of the claims in the 4AC, including 

Vollmer’s CFAA and Cal. Penal Code § 502, are unchallenged here. That is enough to conclude that the 

amendment would not be futile.  

While Plaintiffs’ case against HP for disabling consumers’ third party cartridges was pending, 

additional reports of the exact same alleged conduct became public––this time for HP’s disabling InkJet 

printers with non-HP cartridges through the transmission of a firmware update. Vollmer attempted to 

print a document in or around June 2022, when she discovered that a firmware update sent by HP to her 

printer “blocked” her Janmore ink cartridge that was functioning satisfactorily before. 4AC ¶¶ 74–75. 

Vollmer’s experiences are virtually identical to those alleged by the current Plaintiffs and current 

putative Class members. As with the current Plaintiffs and putative Class members, HP did not disclose 

or obtain consent to damage Vollmer’s printer and ink cartridge, and did not notify her that the firmware 

was being sent to do so before it was sent. 

The 4AC contains the same allegations that were pled in the Third Amended Complaint, only 

with the addition of the virtually identical allegations against HP concerning its violations of the same 

laws against Vollmer relating to Defendant’s InkJet printers. See Exhibits “A” and “B,” attached to the 

Declaration of Mark L. Javitch in Support of Motion for Leave to File Fourth Amended Complaint, 

(“Javitch Decl.”), ¶¶ 6–7 (Dkts. 72-1, 72-2, and 72-3). In its decision on HP’s motion to dismiss, the 

Court declined to dismiss the majority of Plaintiffs’ claims in the Third Amended Complaint. (Dkt. 52). 

Considering that Vollmer’s fact pattern is nearly identical to the other Plaintiffs, there is little reason to 

believe that Vollmer’s claims would be futile.  

HP argues that it has revised its error message (saying that non-HP cartridges were blocked) to 

be slightly less dishonest than before, and that this revision should negate Vollmer’s consumer deception 

claims. Dkt. 75, at p.18. While the Court indeed held that the misleading “supply problem” message 
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formed the basis for Plaintiffs’ deception claims, the post-hoc error message Vollmer received 

constitutes only part of HP’s scheme of deception, and the primary part of HP’s scheme remains the 

same. Despite this partial disclosure of the cause of the error, HP still fails to disclose its entire scheme 

at the outset––that despite there being no fault with third party cartridges functioning properly, HP will 

intentionally try to prevent customers from using third party cartridges by sending disabling firmware. 

Therefore, this factor weighs in favor of granting leave to amend, and Vollmer’s deception claims are 

sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss. 

B. Plaintiffs Have Not Unduly Delayed 

In determining whether amendment would result in prejudice, courts consider the timeliness of 

the amendment and whether it would delay litigation. See Poling v. Morgan, 829 F.2d 882, 886–87 (9th 

Cir. 1987). “[D]elay alone no matter how lengthy is an insufficient ground for denial of leave to amend.” 

United States v. Webb, 655 F.2d 977, 980 (9th Cir. 1981). 

Plaintiffs have not unduly delayed in filing their Motion. Plaintiffs did not initially bring a 

Plaintiff who owned every single model of HP’s printer in order to challenge generally HP’s firmware 

practices. But HP’s argument that Plaintiffs were required to bring an InkJet plaintiff to challenge its 

firmware practices generally is entirely arbitrary. Plaintiffs brought three printer owners who received 

malicious firmware updates and previously sought discovery generally from Defendant regarding its 

firmware practices. Defendant objected. The Court limited discovery to LaserJet printers because of the 

Third Amended Complaint’s proposed class definition. (Dkt. 69). Accordingly, in order to fully address 

HP’s unlawful conduct impacting all HP printer owners alike who received disabling firmware updates 

in a revised class definition, Plaintiffs now seek to add in the 4AC a plaintiff who purchased an InkJet 

printer.  

There is no evidence of undue delay. This case is in a relatively early stage. HP refuses to cease 

its complained-of conduct, so the facts of the case are still unfolding and damages continue to mount. 

Plaintiffs have conducted some discovery, but Defendant’s production has been limited and remains 

ongoing. Despite several meetings, the parties held their most recent discussion regarding proposed ESI 

search terms on September 30, 2022. See Supplemental Declaration of Mark L. Javitch, ¶ 3. Defendants 

have produced a number of documents to date, but have not substantially produced responsive 
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documents. No depositions have been taken. See Owens v. Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc., 244 

F.3d 708, 712 (9th Cir. 2001) (finding appellants suffered no prejudice when appellee amended its 

answer because there was no delay in proceedings or required additional discovery).  

Defendant makes much of the litigation history, but Defendant has been on notice from the onset 

that Plaintiffs challenged its conduct on both ink and toner printers. See Order on Joint Discovery 

Submission (Dkt. 69). Defendant only began to rely on the limitation to LaserJet printers after the 

Court’s June 16, 2022, Order resolving the discovery issue relating to the scope of discovery. Id. On 

July 14, 2022, Plaintiffs’ counsel raised the ongoing complaints with the Court and in the presence of 

Defendant’s counsel. Javitch Decl. ¶ 4 (Dkt. 72-1). Plaintiffs showed Defendant the proposed 4AC on 

July 29, 2022. Javitch Decl. ¶ 5 (Dkt. 72-1). Therefore, this factor favors granting leave to amend. 

C. Defendant Will Not Be Unduly Prejudiced 

Prejudice is the factor that carries the most weight in the Court’s analysis. Eminence Capital, 

316 F.3d at 1052. In general, “[t]he party opposing amendment bears the burden of showing prejudice.” 

DCD Programs, 833 F.2d at 187. In order to do this, Defendant “must show that [it was] unfairly 

disadvantaged or deprived of the opportunity to present facts or evidence which [it] would have offered 

had the amendments been timely.” Prejudice typically arises where the opposing party is surprised with 

new allegations which require additional discovery or will otherwise delay resolution of the case. See, 

e.g., Acri v. Int'l Ass'n of Machinists & Aerospace Workers, 781 F.2d 1393, 1398-99 (9th Cir. 1986). A 

party may be found unduly prejudiced if “[t]hese additional claims advance different legal theories and 

require proof of different facts.” Jackson v. Bank of Hawaii, 902 F.2d 1385, 1387 (9th Cir. 1990).  

There can be no surprise here, as Plaintiffs have been consistent from the beginning of this case 

that the complaint was about HP’s firmware practices generally, and not limited to a few printer models. 

Plaintiffs consistently informed the Court from the beginning of this case that they intended to include 

a class of owners of both ink and laser printers. See Dkt. 1, ¶ 1. On July 14, 2022, Plaintiffs discussed 

with the Court at the initial case management conference that Plaintiffs were continuing to receive 

ongoing complaints from additional users of other printer models. See Javitch Decl. ¶ 4 (Dkt. 72-1).   

Here, the amendment seeks to add a plaintiff who has had nearly the same experiences as the 

other Plaintiffs and proposed Class members. HP admits that it already has a custodian from the correct 
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department. See Dkt. 75, at p. 10. The only difference with Vollmer is that after the disabling 

transmission, HP’s error message disclosed slightly more about the cause of the error than in the case of 

the previous Plaintiffs. However, as discussed above, that does not negate Vollmer’s consumer 

deception claims. HP presents no authority for its notion that the products at issue using a different 

technology or custodians being in a different business division mean that Plaintiffs cannot challenge the 

legality of HP’s firmware practices generally. In fact, courts in this District have certified classes 

spanning several device models and products that were similarly impacted by the same unlawful scheme. 

See, e.g., In re Carrier IQ, Inc., Consumer Privacy Litig., No. 12-md-02330-EMC, 2016 WL 4474366 

(N.D. Cal. Aug. 25, 2016) (granting final approval of settlement covering numerous devices and 

manufacturers). 

HP’s attempt to differentiate between various Plaintiffs who experienced disabling firmware 

transmissions is a distinction without a difference. Because Plaintiffs have consistently complained of 

firmware transmissions generally, HP cannot identify any surprise or discovery that it could be deprived 

of pursuing. As stated above, this case is in a relatively early stage. Defendant has yet to significantly 

respond to Plaintiffs’ document requests, and depositions have not yet been scheduled. See DCD 

Programs, 833 F.2d at 187–88 (“Given that this case is still at the discovery stage with no trial date 

pending, nor has a pretrial conference been scheduled, there is no evidence that [defendant] would be 

prejudiced by the timing of the proposed amendment.”). 

Accordingly, the proposed amendment is “not so substantial that granting leave to amend would 

alter the nature of the claims or the course of litigation.” Garcia v. Zavala, No. 17-cv-06253-TSH, 2020 

WL 1015821, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 35708, at *14 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 29, 2020). Therefore, this factor 

also favors granting leave to amend. 
 

D. The Amendment Is Not Brought for an Improper Purpose, and the Public Interest 
Weighs In Favor of Leave to Amend 

A court may refuse to grant a party’s motion for leave to amend if the amendment is intended to 

delay trial or for some other improper purpose. DCD Programs, 833 F.2d at 187. Thus, the moving party’s 

motive for amending determines whether it has acted in bad faith. Id. 
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There is no evidence that Plaintiffs are seeking to amend for an improper purpose, dilatory motive, 

or in bad faith. On the contrary, Plaintiffs seek to prosecute their claims against HP’s firmware practices 

generally, which represents the resolution of this case on the merits and in good faith. Plaintiffs 

consistently informed the Court from the beginning of this case that they intended to include owners of 

both ink and laser printers. See Dkt. 1. Plaintiffs promptly informed the Court and opposing counsel at the 

Initial Case Management conference on July 14, 2022 that Plaintiffs continued to be contacted by 

additional complainants regarding identical conduct by HP and that it was not limited to certain models. 

See Javitch Decl. ¶ 4 (Dkt. 72-1). Plaintiffs previously sought discovery from Defendant regarding its 

InkJet printers. Defendant objected, and the parties held numerous meet and confers on issues concerning 

the scope of discovery. The Court limited discovery to LaserJet printers because of the wording of the 

proposed class definition in the Third Amended Complaint. (Dkt. 69). On the merits, Plaintiffs seek to 

add in the 4AC a plaintiff who purchased an InkJet printer and could represent a class including InkJet 

printer owners. Plaintiffs have no dilatory motive.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court grant Plaintiffs’ motion 

for leave to file the Fourth Amended Complaint, and grant such other relief as the Court deems 

appropriate. 

 

Dated: October 10, 2022  Respectfully submitted, 

        
By:  /s/ Mark L. Javitch 

      Mark L. Javitch (SBN 323729) 
      JAVITCH LAW OFFICE 

3 East 3rd Ave. Ste. 200 
San Mateo, CA 94401 
Telephone: (650) 781-8000 
Facsimile: (650) 648-0705 
Email: mark@javitchlawoffice.com 
 
Thomas A. Zimmerman, Jr. 
ZIMMERMAN LAW OFFICES, P.C. 
77 West Washington Street, Suite 1220 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Telephone: (312) 440-0020  
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Facsimile: (312) 440-4180  
Email: tom@attorneyzim.com 
Admitted Pro Hac Vice 

 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs  
and those similarly situated 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 
 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN MATEO 

At the time of service, I was over 18 years of age.  I am not a party to this action.  I am employed 

in the County of San Mateo, in the State of California. My business address is Javitch Law Office, 3 

East 3rd Ave. Ste. 200, San Mateo, California, 94401. 

On the date stated below, I filed Plaintiffs’ Reply in support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Leave to 

Amend which automatically emailed those registered in the ECF filing system including counsel for 

Defendant at: 

 

GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER LLP 
SAMUEL LIVERSIDGE 
ILISSA SAMPLIN  
SARAH KUSHNER 
333 South Grand Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90071-3197 
Telephone: 213.229.7000 
Facsimile: 213.229.7520 
sliversidge@gibsondunn.com 
isamplin@gibsondunn.com 
smkushner@gibsondunn.com 

 

Attorneys for Defendant HP, Inc. 

 

 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed at San Mateo, 

California. 

 

 Dated:  October 10, 2022   /s/ Mark L. Javitch 

 

JOSEPH R. ROSE, 
jrose@gibsondunn.com 
555 Mission Street, Suite 3000 
San Francisco, CA 94105-0921 
Telephone: 415.393.8200 
Facsimile: 415.393.8306 
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